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ABSTRACT

Model-based matrix-free wavefront reconstruction algorithms have proven to provide highly accurate results for
both Shack-Hartmann and pyramid wavefront sensors in various simulation environments (OCTOPUS, YAO,
COMPASS, OOMAO). Previously, test bench as well as on-sky tests were performed with the CuReD for the
Shack-Hartmann sensor providing a convincing performance level together with highly reduced computational
efforts. The P-CuReD is a method with linear complexity for wavefront reconstruction from pyramid sensor
data which employs the CuReD algorithm and a data preprocessing step converting pyramid signals into ShackHartmann-like data. Here we present experimental results for the pyramid sensor being controlled with the
P-CuReD on the LOOPS test bench of the Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de Marseille. Through the example of
the P-CuReD a comparison of control using matrix-free Fourier domain based methods to standard interactionmatrix-based approaches is provided.
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INTRODUCTION
For many future adaptive optics (AO) systems and especially for the new generation of extremely large telescopes
(ELTs) the pyramid wavefront sensor (PWFS) has become an attractive prospect by setting new standards for
AO correction quality. The sensor was proposed for the first time as a promising alternative to other types of
wavefront measuring devices such as the commonly used Shack-Hartmann (SH) sensor in the 90s.1 For several
of the instruments planned for future ELTs such as METIS, MICADO, HARMONI, NFIRAOS, EPICS etc.2–5
the pyramid sensor has nowadays emerged as a prime candidate for the baseline. This is due to the high sensor
sensitivity within the AO correction band combined with a reduced susceptibility to aliasing.6
The pyramid wavefront sensing is based on optical Fourier filtering.7 In a focal plane, light falling onto the
telescope aperture represented by the characteristic function 1P is focused on the top of a 4-sided pyramidal
prism. Due to the splitting by the prism described by the optical transfer function OT F , the light propagates
into 4 slightly different directions and is re-imaged into 4 pupil images that contain phase information Φ encoded
as intensity variations. A detector captures the intensity patterns
 2
I(x, y) = F −1 OT F · F 1P e−iΦ
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by counting the number of incident photons over a short exposure time. Afterwards, the 4 pupil images are cut
out and combined as6
sx (m, n) =

(I1 + I3 − I2 − I4 )(m, n)
,
Itotal

sy (m, n) =

(I1 + I2 − I3 − I4 )(m, n)
Itotal

(1)

in the so-called slopes map approach. The intensity in the j-th pyramid pupil for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 is given by Ij (m, n)
and the average intensity contained within the valid regions of all 4 pupil images is denoted by Itotal . In the
slopes map approach, the 2 signals are close to the derivative of the wavefront in x- and y-direction (similar to
a SH sensor) especially when a high modulation amplitude is applied to the PWFS. Note that it is also possible
to capture the full frame image of the intensities known as full-frame approach and to control the AO loop on
basis of these data.8 However, the model-based algorithm we investigate in this paper is based on the slopes
representation (1) of the signal.
Recently, a lot of model-based and matrix-free approaches for wavefront reconstruction from pyramid wavefront sensor data have been developed9–19 and extensively reviewed in 20. A very promising reconstructor
candidate with respect to accuracy, stability, and computational complexity is the preprocessed cumulative reconstructor with domain decomposition (P-CuReD).9 Its outstanding performance has already been thoroughly
tested in end-to-end simulation environments such as Octopus, YAO, or OOMAO.21–25 Here we present an experimental validation of the reconstructor carried out at the LAM/ONERA pyramid sensor (LOOPS) optical
bench26–28 in the Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de Marseille (LAM) and include comparisons with AO simulations
in OOMAO – the software which is also used to realize the real-time control on the bench.
In section 1 we describe the optical setup of the pyramid bench followed by details about the utilized modelbased reconstructor given in section 2. Experimental results are then presented in section 3 as well as additional
numerical simulations in section 4.

1. SETUP OF THE OPTICAL BENCH AND REAL-TIME CONTROL
The optical layout of the LOOPS bench is shown in figure 1 and figure 2. The experimental setup consists of a
laser as monochromatic light source with a wavelength λ = 635 nm. The turbulent atmosphere is simulated by
a rotating phase screen for which the effective turbulence is of d/r0 = 3.2 where d is the actuator spacing and r0
the Fried parameter. Corresponding to d = 50 cm and r0 = 15.5 cm this turbulence is representative of strengths
expected to be present at extremely large telescopes.27 The system is controlled by a 9 × 9 ALPAO deformable
mirror (DM) having na = 69 active actuators in total. The pyramid wavefront sensor focal phase mask is realized
by a spatial light modulator (SLM). The pupil image is sampled with 80 pixels across the diameter, i.e. roughly
a factor 10 oversampling with regards to the DM69. The four images of the pupil which are then combined
according to the slopes map approach as presented in equation (1), are realized by the incorporated OCAM2
camera. The circular beam modulation with an amplitude of about 5λ/D around the pyramid top is produced
by a fast tip-tilt mirror at 500 Hz. In some of the test cases we also considered the non-modulated pyramid
wavefront sensor. For the alignment and in order to obtain reference measurements additional flat mirrors are
installed on the bench. As already indicated in previous works7, 27 it is important to take a reference WFS
measurement corresponding to a flat wavefront such that the closed AO loop remains stable around the zero
phase.
The AO real-time control is realized using OOMAO.25 This makes it straightforward for additional numerical
tests of various algorithms. These are performed in section 4. Note that comparisons between experiments on this
pyramid bench and simulations have already been performed before27 and verified the accuracy of the end-to-end
simulation environment OOMAO. Cameralink is utilized as commutative interface between the OCAM2 camera
and a Matlab routine in order to control the DM of the AO system. The AO loop frame rate is approximately
300 Hz.
The performance assessment is estimated from a measurement of the final PSF provided by an imaging
camera. Comparative wavefront measurements are also provided by a SH sensor with 32 lenslets across the
pupil.
The reconstructor applied for the experimental studies discussed in this paper is the P-CuReD method
described in the next section.
2

Figure 1: The LAM/ONERA pyramid sensor (LOOPS) optical bench in the Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de Marseille.

Figure 2: Optical layout of the LOOPS test bench at LAM Marseille.26
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2. ALGORITHMIC DESCRIPTION OF THE P-CURED METHOD
The preprocessed cumulative reconstructor with domain decomposition9 is a two step approach consisting of a
data preprocessing part and the application of a reconstructor for Shack-Hartmann sensors – the CuReD.29–32
The idea is applicable to pyramid sensors with no or any arbitrary modulation amplitude α in a linear or circular
setting. A convincing feature of the P-CuReD used as wavefront reconstruction method for pyramid sensors
is the low computational load of the algorithm by simultaneously providing exceptional quality performance.
With a linear complexity the algorithm is, to our knowledge, the fastest reconstruction method available for
pyramid sensors. Its reconstruction results match and often outperform those obtained by interaction-matrixbased approaches as later demonstrated in section 4.

2.1 Step 1: data preprocessing
The first step, the data preprocessing, is based on an analytical Fourier domain (FD) relation between linearized
pyramid sensor data and Shack-Hartmann sensor data. This FD relation to SH measurements is given by
F {ssh } (ξ) = F {spyr } (ξ) · gsh/pyr (ξ) ,

(2)

where the measurements ssh or spyr indicate Shack-Hartmann or pyramid sensor data respectively and gsh/pyr
the pyramid-to-SH transmission filter. The pyramid signal spyr is in this setting approximated by
spyr (x, y) =

1
π

Z

Φ(x0 , y) · k {n,l,c} (α (x0 − x))
dx0
x0 − x

(3)

Ωy

for
k n (x) := 1,
k l (x) := sinc(x),
Zπ
1
c
cos (x cos t) dt
k (x) :=
π
0

representing no modulation n, linear modulation l, and circular modulation c. Note that for simplicity of notation,
we only consider measurements in x-direction here and denote them by ssh or spyr respectively. However, the
theory is applicable to data in both directions sx and sy (1). For the spatial frequency ξ we consider the interval
[−ξcut , ξcut ] with cut-off frequency ξcut = 1/ (2d). The term Ωy represents one string of the telescope aperture
for fixed y. For further details on the various underlying approximate pyramid sensor models we refer the reader
to 15. In the simplified setting (3) the measurements are decoupled for x- and y-direction such that all these
considerations can be made in 1d. Based on (2) the pyramid-to-SH transmission filter gsh/pyr can be formulated
as
F {ssh } (ξ)
gsh (ξ)
gsh/pyr (ξ) :=
=
,
F {spyr } (ξ)
gpyr (ξ)
where gsh , gpyr describe the SH or pyramid filter functions. As derived in 6, 9, for the non-modulated sensor the
transmission filter is represented by
n
gsh/pyr
(ξ) = 2πdξ sgn (ξ)

∀ξ ∈ [−ξcut , ξcut ] ,

for the linearly modulated sensor by
(
l
gsh/pyr

(ξ) =

2πdξ sgn (ξ) ,
2πdξmod ,
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|ξ| > ξmod ,
|ξ| ≤ ξmod ,

and for the circularly modulated sensor by

2πdξ sgn (ξ) ,
c
gsh/pyr
(ξ) =
π 2 dξ

,
arcsin (ξ/ξmod )

|ξ| > ξmod ,
|ξ| ≤ ξmod .

For a modulation amplitude α and sensing wavelength λ, the parameter ξmod = α/λ indicates the frequency
at which the transition between the two regimes of the pyramid sensor (slope versus phase mode) emerges.6
Converting the transmission filters into space domain kernels by the application of the inverse Fourier transform,
i.e.,

psh/pyr (x) = F −1 gsh/pyr (x)
and choosing a suited discretization approach, we end up with a representation of the kernels having only few
nonzero values as, e.g., shown in figure 3. Thus, the data preprocessing

1
spyr ∗ psh/pyr (x)
ssh (x) = √
2π
which is approximated as a row- and column-wise convolution of the measurements with the corresponding kernel
has (as the CuReD) linear complexity, and thus is computationally cheap.

Figure 3: Pyramid-to-SH transmission filters in the Fourier domain (left) and pyramid-to-SH transmission kernel in the
space domain for modulation 4 λ/D using 7 evaluation points (right). The difference induced by the modulation between
the FD-filters is only in the low frequency domain.

2.2 Step 2: application of the CuReD
After the pyramid sensor measurements have been transformed into SH-like data, the CuReD31 algorithm is
applied to the modified pyramid signal. Besides detailed studies based on numerous closed loop end-to-end
simulations, tests on sky proved a high-quality and high-speed performance of the CuReD for SH sensors.33, 34

2.3 The P-CuReD
Combining both steps we obtain an accurate wavefront reconstruction method with a complexity of O (na ).
An advantage of the P-CuReD is the ease of usage compared to other approaches since no optimization
of intrinsic regularization parameters is needed during the reconstruction process, for instance, if atmospheric
conditions change. Several AO simulation tool users performed simulations and compared the performances
of diverse matrix-vector-multiplication (MVM) methods with the P-CuReD, e.g., for XAO settings utilizing
the European Southern Observatory’s end-to-end simulation Octopus in 35, 36. In 36 a variant of a modal
5

MVM approach and the P-CuReD algorithm give almost the same reconstruction quality with only very slight
discrepancies. Moreover, in the latter reference a faster convergence of the P-CuReD to high Strehl ratios
compared to the tested MVM approach was shown.
In principle, the data preprocessing step described in section 2.1 can be applied in combination with any
other reconstructor for Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensors. The Austrian adaptive optics team reports first
attempts in 37, 38 to combine data preprocessing with the finite element-wavelet hybrid algorithm (FEWHA)39
– an algorithm for atmospheric tomography systems as multi-conjugate AO.
For segmented pupils the P-CuReD algorithm combined with a direct segment piston reconstructor (DSPR)37, 40
shows superb performance with hardly any loss in quality compared to simulations without telescope spiders
realized for the METIS instrument on the ELT. This scheme is known as split approach.

2.4 DM fitting
The P-CuReD algorithm is a representative of decoupled methods in AO control. In this approach the wavefront
reconstruction and the DM fitting equations are considered independently from each other and solved in two
separate consecutive steps. The standard (coupled) approach (e.g., inversion of the calibration-based interaction
matrix), on the contrary, combines the DM with the WFS and solves the coupled WFS-to-DM equation in one
step.
From the experience with the decoupled approach it is known that, due to small residuals in closed loop
operation, the DM fitting equation can be solved approximately, i.e., without using the actual shape of the DM
influence functions. Instead, the reconstruction represented in the basis of artificial bilinear functions is projected
(interpolated) onto the DM actuator positions. However, in case the WFS is oversampled with respect to the
DM, a DM fitting step has to be solved. In this case, the overall complexity of the control increases by O(n2a )
needed for mapping the wavefront onto the DM.
Note that the P-CuReD algorithm can also be implemented as an MVM since both steps of the algorithm are
linear. In the non-oversampled case an implementation of the P-CuReD as an MVM is not desired as its main
advantage, the low complexity of O(na ), gets lost. In case of an oversampled DM, the DM fitting step dominates
in the overall computational costs. Therefore, a formulation of P-CuReD as an MVM allows to combine the
reconstruction and DM fitting step to a single MVM costing O(n2a ) in total.

3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF MODEL-BASED ALGORITHMS
Studies on the optical bench LOOPS described in section 1 were performed for a pyramid sensor without modulation and a pyramid sensor having a modulation of around 5λ/D. As reconstructor we used the model-based,
matrix-free algorithm P-CuReD. The shape of the incoming wavefront was estimated and afterwards projected
onto the DM. The used influence functions were previously measured by the SH sensor installed on the bench.
The long exposure PSFs shown in figure 4 validate the experimental closed loop performance of the P-CuReD.
The experiments have shown that the P-CuReD provides an accuracy similar to modal MVM approaches using
a calibrated system matrix. Especially remarkable is the ability to control the AO loop for the non-modulated
pyramid sensor using P-CuReD since the sensor without modulation suffers more from the non-linearity in that
regime. Although not applied for the studies presented in this paper, the possibility of a frequency dependent
control for a compensation of the optical gain of the PWFS can be realized by the preprocessing kernel used
in the P-CuReD. Further details on optical gain compensation for AO control using interaction-matrix-based
approaches or the P-CuReD can be found in 41,42. However, the LE PSF in figure 4 left shows that even without
optical gain compensation we are able to close the loop for the non-modulated PWFS using the P-CuReD for
wavefront reconstruction.
Due to technical reasons it was, unfortunately, not possible to measure any Strehl ratios on the LOOPS bench
when the experiments were executed.
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Figure 4: Long exposure PSFs of the non-modulated (left) and modulated (right) pyramid closed loop performance using
P-CuReD on the LOOPS bench.

4. ADDITIONAL STUDIES USING OOMAO END-TO-END SIMULATIONS
In order to have further comparisons between interaction-matrix-based approaches and the P-CuReD algorithm
in a setting similar to the LOOPS bench, we performed several OOMAO simulations for various guide star (GS)
magnitudes. The tests were realized for an 80x80 PWFS at a sensing wavelength of λ = 640 nm and modulation
5 λ/D. Turbulence strength and other simulation parameters were chosen according to those presented in
section 1 for the optical bench itself. As interaction-matrix-based approach a modal MVM with a truncated
singular value decomposition as regularization was applied. The corresponding long exposure Strehl ratios in
R-band are presented in figure 5. Corresponding results for a PWFS without modulation and a bright star are
30.5% for P-CuReD versus 24.7% for modal MVM (without specific compensation of the optical gain of the
pyramid sensor). Further simulations using the non-linear algorithm Kaczmarz-Landweber iteration for pyramid
sensors (KLIPS)17 for wavefront reconstruction provided very remarkable results. With a Strehl ratio of 31.9%
for a non-modulated PWFS the KLIPS is outperforming both MVM and P-CuReD. The benefit of this method
is that it estimates the wavefront and deals with the non-linearity of the PWFS at once, i.e., no further optical
gain compensation is necessary.
Overall, the bench and simulation tests show that the P-CuReD accuracy is highly comparable to those of
MVM and even outperforms the latter for bright GS magnitudes. These results indicate the powerful performance
of the P-CuReD and match the simulation comparisons presented in 19 for a Sphere-like setting and in 42
investigating pyramid sensors for K- and R-band sensing.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the latest experiments achieved on the LOOPS test bench at LAM for a system
applying a pyramid wavefront sensor and the P-CuReD as wavefront reconstructor. We have accomplished
an experimental validation of the P-CuReD by closing the AO loop for a pyramid sensor with and without
modulation.
In addition to the experiments, we have presented further numerical OOMAO simulations comparing the
performance of the P-CureD to a modal MVM in a setting similar to the bench, i.e., for a PWFS sensing in
the R-band. The tests verify the similar accuracy of both reconstructors with the P-CuReD outperforming the
MVM with respect to the computational complexity.
The convincing results from both bench and numerical simulations show that it is highly desirable to perform
extended experimental studies on model-based reconstructors in general and especially on the P-CuReD method.
Furthermore, test bench investigations on pyramid sensors integrated in systems having wide telescope spider
structures are interesting future work in order to show the stability of the AO control using reconstructors as
the P-CuReD in the split approach37, 40 for segmented primary mirrors on ELTs.
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Figure 5: R-band Strehl ratio in closed loop versus guide star magnitude for a pyramid wavefront sensor with modulation
using P-CuReD and a modal MVM approach.

Very promising bench simulation results were, additionally, obtained with the non-linear reconstructor KLIPS
for the non-modulated pyramid sensor. The algorithm’s superior performance in simulations of especially nonmodulated PWFSs sensing in short wavelengths indicates that further tests of the non-linear KLIPS on the
bench are particularly interesting for future investigations.
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